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Tanks and Combat Vehicles of the Warsaw Pact
2017-08-22

when east and west survived on a knife edge between peace and war both sides were busy preparing themselves for military action but what exactly would nato s troops have
faced if the cold war had suddenly turned hot tanks and combat vehicles of the warsaw pact is a fascinating reference book looking at the wide variety of combat vehicles
which were poised and ready for action throughout the long years of military stand off led by the soviet union the nations which formed the warsaw pact were as innovative
as they were prepared and these deadly war machines had the potential to change the course of world history forever find out more about these combat vehicles from how
they worked to what they would have been capable of if they had been used in military action against nato tanks and combat vehicles of the warsaw pact details more than
100 military vehicles from the 2p26 baby carriage a compact soviet off road vehicle mounted with anti tank missiles to the t 80u main battle tank in service from 1985
onwards

Jane's Tanks and Combat Vehicles Recognition Guide, 3e
2003-09-01

every tank and afv in use today since the publication of the first edition in 1996 jane s tanks recognition guide has been the most authoritative and comprehensive
military vehicle handbook available this fully updated third edition is mainly in colour making it much easier to distinguish key features of the vehicles technical
information includes specifications development of the design variants status of production manufacturer s details and key recognition features the new format is user
friendly allows for an even greater range of vehicles and additional information to be included and is a handy size introduction tanks tracked apcs weapons carriers 4x4
vehicles 6x6 vehicles 8x8 vehicles self propelled guns glossary

The Army's Future Combat Systems Program and Alternatives
2006

in today s environment of rapidly evolving conflicts the army s goal is to have units that have the combat power of heavy units but that can be transported anywhere in
the world in a matter of days to address concerns about the armored vehicle fleet s aging and the difficulties involved in transporting it as well as to equip the army
more suitably to conduct operations overseas on short notice using forces based in the united states the service created the future combat systems fcs program in 2000 a
major modernization effort the program is designed in part to develop and purchase vehicles to replace those now in the heavy forces the new vehicles would be much
lighter thereby easing the deployment of units equipped with them in the analysis presented in this report the congressional budget office cbo examined the current status
of the army s fleet of armored vehicles and assessed the speed of deployment of the service s heavy forces it also evaluated the fcs program considering the program s
costs as well as its advantages and disadvantages and comparing it with several alternative plans for modernizing the army s heavy forces

Stryker Combat Vehicles
2012-09-20

the eight wheeled 8x8 stryker combat light armored vehicle was adopted by the us army in 2002 to provide a comparatively rapidly deployable contingency force with armor
protection tactical mobility and heavy firepower as well as advanced command control communications computer intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance c4isr
capabilities covering the first new us army release since the m1 abrams mbt this book details the conception ongoing development and deployment of one of the most highly
anticipated new afvs in recent years including its service in iraq and the ensuing controversy surrounding the stryker s varying successes
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Light Tanks and Heavily Armed Combat Vehicles
2014-01-19

light tanks and heavily armed combat vehicles are part of the armored fighting vehicle family these armored vehicles widespread throughout the world can accomplish a
number of different missions they are simple in their utilization and are extremely polyvalent this book regroups for the first time all light tanks and heavy weapons
vehicles with chains or wheels from the world over and their many modernizations and modifications along with the technical characteristics of each and every model
enriched with more than 350 photos clear and methodic it reveals the history of each vehicle along with precise dates and a time table showing when they were put into
service dimensions are indicated in a practical and visual manner this handbook allows the precise identification of a light tank and a heavily armed combat vehicle from
an image even partial a series of four tests will allow you to evaluate your current level and improve your knowledge on the matter regrouping all these qualities this
manual is an indispensable tool for the armed forces and everyone that has a passion for armored vehicles and military history this book was realized by a specialist in
the field of identification in collaboration with manufacturers and armed forces it is the fourth volume in a series of books on military material the first volumes of
which are entitled main battle tanks infantry fighting vehicles and wheeled 8x8 armored fighting vehicles

Soviet Tanks and Combat Vehicles
1987

this volume of scale drawings of military vehicles covers the cold war from the end of world war ii through 1990 included here are the armored fighting vehicles that
fought in korea and vietnam in the arab israeli wars and in other conflicts around the globe as well as those that never saw combat vehicles include centurion main battle
tank britain leopard 2 main battle tank germany magach 6 tank israel t 55 main battle tank soviet union m47 patton medium tank united states and dozens more

The Illustrated Encyclopedia of the World's Tanks and Fighting Vehicles
1977

the cold war never heated up but if it had the soviet union was ready this reference work details 73 major soviet war machines from the 2p26 baby carriage a deceptively
light jeep like vehicle mounting four anti tank missiles to the t 80u main battle tank with its advanced armour and electronic countermeasures sixty one photographs and
drawings illustrate the work and access to a web gallery with even more illustrations is included in the purchase with shilka publishing s digital reinforcements buy the
print edition and get the ebook free details at shilka co uk dr

1914-1938 Armored Fighting Vehicles
2010

an illustrated study of both the combat vehicles of russia s legendary spetsnaz special forces and the whole range of unique and modified vehicles that russia s elite
units use from combat snowmobiles to the world s biggest water cannon elite forces need elite vehicles as vladimir putin has devoted effort and funds into modernising
russia s armed forces and turning them into an instrument geared not just for defending the motherland but also projecting power beyond its borders russia has seen a
growing emphasis on special and specialist forces traditionally the elite spetsnaz commandos had to make do with regular vehicles or civilian based technicals not least
to conceal their presence or indeed very existence now increasingly at the forefront of russian power projection the spetsnaz are acquiring more capable versatile
vehicles such as the paratroopers btr d personnel carrier and also experimenting with exotic specialist new acquisitions such as the chaborz m 3 buggy and yamaha grizzly
all terrain vehicle the other elite branches of russia s forces such as the arctic warfare troops of the 200th independent motor rifle brigade the paratroopers of the air
assault troops vdv the naval infantry and the elite units of the security forces are also developing and fielding new vehicles for their specialist roles from combat
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snowmobiles to urban warfare vehicles from highly mobile lmvs able to operate in the deserts of syria or the streets of ukraine through dedicated fire support vehicles
such as the air droppable sprut sd or the massive bmpt terminator to amphibious tanks and drone equipped security trucks these are the workhorses of russia s special
forces this study explores all these combat vehicles in detail combining expert analysis from russia expert mark galeotti with highly accurate full colour illustrations
and photographs

Red Steel
2013-12

indhold soviet armour of the great patriotic war 1941 to 1945 bl a med kapitler om soviet tank design on the eve of war organization of the soviet armoured force the
summer catastrophe the t 34 medium tank light tanks tank unit organization the kv heavy tank mechanized artilleru development katyusha rocket launchers the su 76 light
mechanized gun the su 122 medium mechanized gun the kv 7 mechanized gun mechanized artillery units the german response tank destroyers the battle of kursk orel the t 34
85 medium tank the is 2 heavy tank heavy assault gun light mechanized guns tank destroyers of 1944 the t 44 medium tank the k 90 amphibious tank light fighting vehicles
airborne fighting vehicles engineer tanks flame thrower tanks armoured recovery vehicles bridging tanks anti aircraft vehicles artillery transporters armoured trains lend
lease tanks lend lease armoured vehicles supplied to the soviet army soviet tanks in retrospect desuden er der oversigt over produktionen af sovjetiske kampvogne under
krigen og soviet armoured corps order of battle 1942 1945

Combat Vehicles of Russia's Special Forces
2020-05-28

this is the land equivalent of jane s battleships a comprehensive encyclopaedia of all the combat vehicles of world war ii from somaliland to japan a nation by nation
overview of each country s development of tanks and their involvement in world war ii is before providing an a z of each army s tanks and fighting vehicles including
armoured cars personnel carriers amphibious craft and mortar carriers quirkier profiles of vehicles such as the german tks tankette are given

Israeli Tanks and Combat Vehicles
1983

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that
were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have
elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the
imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book the below data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record
of this title this data is provided as an additional tool in helping to ensure edition identification materials for lightweight military combat vehicles report volume 396
of publication nmab national research council u s committee on materials for lightweight military vehicles national research council u s national materials advisory board
national academies 1982 technology engineering material science light metal alloys materials military vehicle industry technology engineering material science

Armored Car
2002

vehicle weight reduction is an effective strategy for reducing fuel consumption in civilian vehicles for combat vehicles it presents not only an important opportunity to
reduce fuel use and associated logistics but also important advantages in transport and mobility on the battlefield although there have been numerous efforts in the past
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to reduce the overall weight of combat vehicles combat vehicle weight has continued to increase over time due to new threats and missions on december 8 and 9 2014 the
national academies of sciences engineering and medicine held a workshop to explore opportunities in lightweight materials for armored vehicles this was the ninth workshop
in an ongoing series for the u s military on materials and manufacturing issues the workshop discussed future advances in weight reduction by materials substitution for
vehicles including such topics as armor structure automotive parts and armaments this publication summarizes the presentations and discussions from the workshop

The Army's Future Combat Systems Program and Alternatives
2006

this volume presents a cross section of the most common transport vehicles produced and used by the german army tanks plus auxiliary vehicles such as cars motorcycles
vans ambulances trucks and tractors made it possible for the troops to keep moving these lightly armored or unarmored vehicles aka soft skins operated behind the front
lines maintaining supply lines connecting armies with their home bases and ultimately determining the outcome of battle beginning with the development of military
vehicles in the early 1930s this volume discusses the ways in which this new technology influenced and to some extent facilitated hitler s program of rearmament
nomenclature standard equipment camouflage and the combat roles of the various vehicles are thoroughly examined individual vehicle types are arranged and discussed by the
following classifications cars and motorcycles trucks and tractors half tracks and wheeled combat vehicles accompanied by well researched detailed line drawings each
section deals with a number of individual vehicles describing their design manufacture and specific use

Soviet Tanks and Combat Vehicles of World War Two
1984

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Jane's World War II Tanks and Fighting Vehicles
2002

a concise illustrated history of the special air service s lightweight heavily armed vehicles and their combat use the sas the world s most famous special operations unit
made its name in the desert of north africa shooting up axis airfields from specially modified willys jeeps following the start of the el alamein offensive in october
1942 the sas used jeeps effectively in reconnoitring and ambushing the retreating afrika korps after the conclusion of the north african campaign the willys underwent
several small but significant changes including the introduction of the 303 browning machine gun between june and october 1944 the sas brigade operated deep inside
occupied france harassing germans reinforcements heading to normandy calling up air strikes on installations and carrying out reconnaissance missions all made possible
with jeeps dropped by the raf jeeps were also used in the push into germany in the spring of 1945 transported across the rhine in buffalo amphibious landing craft they
formed part of the vanguard of the allied advance and their agility speed and firepower proved crucial in crushing fanatical pockets of nazi resistance 22sas in 1952 the
regiment adopted the series 1 land rover introduced in 1948 as the successor to the willys jeep a decade later the regiment updated to the series iia 90 land rover which
saw service in the oman and aden where its distinctive colour led to the pink panther nickname in the 1970s the sas begin using range rovers for covert operations while
the land rover 110 hcpu became the sas s new desert patrol vehicle dpv in the 1991 gulf war this book describes the successful deployment of these combat vehicles in sas
operations from the second world war to the present day and gives a rare insight into one of the most prestigious and secret forces of modern times
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Materials for Lightweight Military Combat Vehicles
2013-12

the u s army s current fleet of main battle tanks mbts tracked infantry fighting vehicles ifvs tracked self propelled sp artillery and multiple launch rocket systems mlrs
which constitutes the nucleus of the army s armored ground forces were developed in the 1970s and fielded in the 1980s to counter the soviet union s and warsaw pact s
numerically superior ground forces the combat performance of these vehicles against iraqi forces during operation desert storm in 1991 reaffirmed for many the role these
systems would play in future army ground operations u s army leadership notes for the first time since world war i that the army does not have a new ground combat vehicle
under development and at current funding levels the bradley and abrams will remain in the inventory for 50 to 70 more years regarding armored vehicle development the army
suggests our enemies and even our friends and allies have not remained static and in fact even our allies are modernizing to such an extent that they have outpaced us in
some areas this comment raises the possibility that in the not too distant future foreign armored vehicle design and capabilities could surpass existing u s systems
observations from current conflicts as well beliefs as to what future conflicts might look like help determine what types of improvements should be made to existing
combat vehicles in terms of lethality survivability mobility and maintainability they may also lead to a conclusion that an entirely new combat vehicle will be required
to address current and potential future threats comparison of selected u s and foreign ground combat systems and observations from current conflicts as well beliefs as to
what future conflicts might look like raise implications for u s ground combat system modernization

Combat Vehicle Weight Reduction by Materials Substitution
2018-11-12

a highly illustrated and comprehensive view of armored combat vehicles from around the world

German Military Vehicles of World War II
2014-11-18

technical artist and military historian george bradford covers the cold war from the end of world war ii through 1990

Technical Challenges of the U. S. Army's Ground Combat Vehicle Program
2012-12-26

1 march 2021 this book is intended as a primer with summary specifications for the various armored vehicles in the present day russian military for more complete
specifications of these vehicles i recommend the tradoc worldwide equipment guide weg unfortunately the weg is only available online so we downloaded most of the
information and publish an extract of the russian vehicles only including tanks as a separate title search russia ground combat vehicles that book is available on amazon
com note that the pictures on the cover are a graphical table of contents the page number is written before the vehicle name if you have ideas for future titles let me
know and i will see how much info is out there and try and publish suggested titles thank you for your continued support 4th watch publishing is a sdvosb alexandre
zanfirov 1 march 2021

Materials For Lightweight Military Combat Vehicles: Report
2022-10-27
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we assess trade offs between tracked and wheeled combat vehicles by exploring lessons learned from conflict in various parts of the world the implications of advanced
technologies and system level implications of the different classes of vehicles

SAS Combat Vehicles 1942–91
2021-05-27

the u s army plans to spend about an additional 34 billion in 2013 dollars to develop and purchase a new armored vehicle for its infantry the ground combat vehicle gcv
the gcv is supposed to operate across the full range of potential conflict types while providing unprecedented levels of protection for the full squad of soldiers it will
carry to achieve the army s goals the gcv would weigh from 64 to 84 tons making it the biggest and heaviest infantry fighting vehicle that the army has ever fielded as
big as the m1 abrams tank and twice as heavy as the bradley the army s current infantry fighting vehicle designing such a vehicle presents important technical challenges
to aid the congress in its oversight of the gcv program the congressional budget office cbo has prepared two reports this cbo working paper provides background
information for understanding the technical challenges that the program faces it presents the army s technical goals for the gcv program examines the threats that the
vehicle could face in combat and explores the variety of approaches that vehicle designers can take to protect the vehicle and its passengers and to meet the army s other
requirements a companion report the army s ground combat vehicle program and alternatives examines the gcv program including the number of vehicles the production
schedule and the cost and alternative approaches that the army could take that would cost less but still provide substantial improvements over today s fleet of combat
vehicles

Selected Foreign Counterparts of U.S. Army Ground Combat Systems
2017-01-26

roughly half of the army s combat forces at the end of 2005 were so called heavy units forces that are equipped with armored vehicles and that provide significant
firepower to support those units the army maintains a fleet of approximately 28 000 armored vehicles now that the cold war is over some defense experts have questioned
the relevance of such vehicles to the current national security strategy and their continued usefulness notwithstanding their contributions to recent operations such as
desert storm and iraqi freedom the average age of the armored combat vehicle fleet at the end of 2005 was relatively high and the fleet comprises vehicles designed
several decades ago moreover units equipped with the vehicles in the current fleet are too large and too heavy to be moved overseas easily and quickly by the air force s
c 17s the most numerous of its long range transport planes for all practical purposes heavy units must be transported overseas by ship a process that takes weeks in today
s environment of rapidly evolving conflicts the army s goal is to have units that have the combat power of heavy units but that can be transported anywhere in the world
in a matter of days to address concerns about the armored vehicle fleet s aging and the difficulties involved in transporting it as well as to equip the army more
suitably to conduct operations overseas on short notice using forces based in the united states the service created the future combat systems fcs program in 2000 a major
modernization effort the program is designed in part to develop and purchase vehicles to replace those now in the heavy forces the new vehicles would be much lighter
thereby easing the deployment of units equipped with them but the fcs program poised to develop a total of 18 new systems including eight manned vehicles to replace those
in the army s current armored fleet and a network to connect them all will not field any new vehicles until december 2014 at the earliest furthermore because those new
vehicles will be expensive the army plans to buy relatively small quantities of them each year as a result the armored vehicles now in the army s combat units will not
all be replaced by fcs components until after 2035 a prospect that has evoked concerns about the costs of maintaining those older vehicles and upgrading them to prevent
their becoming obsolete in addition questions have been raised about the fcs program s technical feasibility and affordability some experts doubt that the army can
develop and test the necessary technologies in time to start producing lightweight manned vehicles by 2012 a requisite for meeting the deadline to field them according to
the army s current schedule another concern is funding for the quantities of fcs equipment that the army is now planning to buy any reduction in the fcs procurement rate
would force the army to retain its already aging armored vehicles even longer and to invest more funds in their maintenance
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The Encyclopedia of Tanks and Armored Fighting Vehicles
2002

this book gathers together for the first time all the wheeled armored vehicles in the world with their various modifications modernization along with the technical
specifications for each model there are more than 300 photos the book is bilingual methodical giving the history of each vehicle and its dimensions in a practical and
visual manner this manual enables you to identify accurately any 8 x 8 combat armored vehicle from a picture even if it s an incomplete one a series of four tests will
enable the reader to find his level and to improve his knowledge of the subject with all these qualities this manual is an indispensable tool for the armed forces and all
armored vehicle and military history buffs

US Infantry Combat Vehicles Today
1984

this is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication the future combat system fcs was a multi year multi billion dollar program at the heart of the army s
transformation efforts it was to be the army s major r d and acquisition program consisting of 14 manned and unmanned systems tied together by an extensive commun and
info network the fcs program has been characterized as a high risk venture due to the advanced technologies involved and the challenge of networking all of the fcs
subsystems together contents of this report 1 program origins 2 program overview current fcs program status army s modernization strategy budget issues 3 issues for
congress mgv cancellation army modernization strategy and spin outs proposed ground combat vehicles illustrations

British Combat Vehicles Today
1986

the market s most comprehensive guide to german combat vehicles the complete guide to german armored vehicles is an encyclopedia of all the armored vehicles used by the
nazis in world war ii at over four hundred pages and with over six hundred photos many of which never before seen by the public this volume becomes the market s most
comprehensive on the subject david doyle award winning author of dozens of books on the subject provides mechanical information photos and usage history for armored cars
half tracks tanks assault guns jagdpanzers panzerjagers self propelled guns howitzers and mortars flakwagens flammpanzers recovery vehicles armored engineer vehicles an
encyclopedic resource by an authority on the subject the complete guide to armored vehicles is a must have for modelers gamers and wwii buffs alike

Cold War Armored Fighting Vehicles
2010-10-21

the warrior has been an important component of the british army since the first production example was handed over in may 1987 it has seen action in many parts of the
globe and the british army alone uses eight different specialised versions of the vehicle while desert and arctic warriors are also produced for countries with extreme
climates in this authoritative text christopher foss examines the development and operational life of the warrior the british army s most modern armoured personnel
carrier and its many variants focussing on its role in desert storm and other campaigns

Russia MRAPs, Armored Cars, Armored Personnel Carriers & Armored Assault Vehicles
2021-03
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tanks and armoured fighting vehicles have revolutionised modern warfare dominating the battlefield in conflicts all over the world with their firepower armour and
mobility featured in this book are over 900 tanks armoured personnel carriers self propelled guns reconnaissance vehicles and armoured cars

Assessing Tracked and Wheeled Vehicles for Australian Mounted Close Combat Operations
2017

three training effectiveness experiments were conducted on a computer based thermal combat vehicle identification program developed under the auspices of the product
manager for forward looking infrared the program included real thermal imagery of vehicles the first experiment compared part task training schedules the second compared
a self paced trial procedure which incorporated side by side visual corrective feedback to a timed trial procedure which gave only knowledge of results feedback the third
examined the effects of training at near versus far ranges thermal training substantially improved scores on both thermal and visible images of vehicles that had been
trained but not for other vehicles long vehicle sets led to learning plateaus shorter and multiple sets worked better learning was more efficient and transfer was
enhanced when soldiers responded at their own pace and received corrective visual feedback soldiers learned to discriminate vehicles at far ranges although it took them
twice as long as soldiers who trained on near imagery even with extensive training some vehicle confusions persisted indicating great similarity in thermal signatures for
some vehicles the findings were applied to the program efforts are continuing to refine it and to field it throughout the army dtic

NATO Armoured Combat Vehicles
1991

Technical Challenges of the U.s. Armys Ground Combat Vehicle Program
2014-10-22

Bradley
1999

The Army's Future Combat Systems Program and Alternatives
2014-11-05

Véhicules blindés de combat à roues 8 x 8
2012
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Army's Future Combat System (FCS); Background and Issues for Congress
2011-01

The Complete Guide to German Armored Vehicles
2019-05-07

Warrior Mechanised Combat Vehicle 1987–94
1994-07-28

The Encyclopedia of Tanks and Armoured Fighting Vehicles
2002

Modern American Armour
1982

Combat Vehicle Training with Thermal Imagery
1997

Modern Israeli Tanks and Combat Vehicles
1987
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